SHADOW BOARDS

Market leaders in colour coded hygiene shadow boards to the industry for over 5 years.

REDUCE COST  MAXIMISE UTENSIL LIFE  BE MORE COMPLIANT

Klipspringer
Compliance with confidence
Over 60% of non-conformance issues arising through audits can be attributed to housekeeping standards along with the care of manufacturing and hygiene utensils.

In excess of 30% of UK BRC accredited food and beverage production sites trust Klipspringer to design and manufacture their bespoke shadow boards.

01473 461800 / sales@klipspringer.com / www.klipspringer.com
Correct storage on shadow boards minimises opportunity for utensils to go ‘missing’, get damaged or prematurely aged. Providing a definite home ensures no time is wasted searching for equipment.

Highly visible shadow boards underline a commitment to segregation through colour coding while noticeably reducing replacement costs for hygiene and production utensils - not to mention time savings!

**Installing colour coded shadow boards represents real return on investment.**
Market leading utensil storage systems

1. Company Logo
   Introduce the company logo to encourage new levels of corporate ownership and pride in work.

2. Product Codes
   Product codes included on all “shadows” ensure correct storage and assist reordering of missing or damaged items.

3. Headings
   Identify work station or department to which utensils belong, or display instructions.

4. Instruction Messages
   Provide specific details in support of management directives.

5. Shadow Board Serial Number
   Each board has a unique identity in support of traceability and best practice.

6. Polyurethane coated aluminium composite material
   Extremely durable with zero moisture absorption.

7. Direct Print to Board
   Avoids unsightly peeling of shadows.

8. Clear Definition Print Outlines
   Provide that superior image that every department deserves, and will impress customers and auditors!

9. Anti-scuff lamination
   Anti-scuff lamination provides extra protection and maintains colour brightness under constant use.

10. Contact Information
    Klipspringer contact details printed on every shadow board assist in reordering equipment.

11. Colour options
    • White shadows on total coloured background
    • Coloured shadows on unprinted white background
    • Coloured outlines on unprinted white background
    • Ten colour variations of the above designs
Four steps to obtain your shadow boards

1. SELECT AND COMMUNICATE
   • Select from the options to meet your needs
   • Request and complete enquiry form or:
   • Discuss your details over the telephone
   • Send your initial outline request by email

2. QUOTATION
   Our shadow board estimator will reply with an itemised quotation within 24 hours.

3. DESIGN
   Following quotation approval the design team will provide detailed proofs and measurements within 48 hours of your enquiry.

4. PRODUCTION
   Once design proofs are approved the job can proceed promptly to production.
   Following routine Quality Control inspection your order is carefully packed and despatched on overnight delivery service.

01473 461800 / sales@klipspringer.com / www.klipspringer.com
Choose your bespoke Shadow Boards in 6 simple steps

1

ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO MOUNT YOUR BOARDS

i. Direct wall fix
ii. Direct wall fix with 25mm stand-offs
iii. Easy-lift demountable
iv. Mobile castored stainless steel frame
v. Stand-alone stainless steel frame

2

EQUIPMENT HOOKS AND HOLDERS

i. Aluminium rail c/w polypropylene/nylon holders and hooks
ii. Aluminium rail c/w stainless steel holders and hooks
iii. Fixing-free stainless steel hooks
iv. Fixing-free stainless steel safety hooks
v. Direct mount stainless steel hooks
Choose your bespoke Shadow Boards in 6 simple steps

3

3 COLOUR COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE

i. White shadows on solid colour background
ii. Coloured shadows on unprinted white background
iii. Coloured outlines on unprinted white background

Ten colour variations of all 3 options above

4

COMPANY LOGO

Enhance brand awareness and personalise with your company logo or lean management programme name.

5

SHADOW BOARD TITLE AND INSTRUCTIONS

- Department/section name, specific instructions
- Increase visual management and protocol awareness

6

UTENSILS

Select appropriate utensils regularly used by department

Forward specification to Klipspringer for your no obligation quotation.
Klipspringer has installed the latest technology in print, preparation and heat lamination to ensure you receive the very best in strength and quality, along with multiple options of mounting and fixing - fast!

Discuss your requirements with the design team today - call 01473 461 800 or emails sales@klipspringer.com
INSTRUMENT STATIONS

Have you considered instrument stations to increase the working life of your thermometers and enhance security?

Discuss your requirements with our design team today - call 01473 461 800 or email sales@klipspringer.com